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Abstract: Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have become the preferred power source for electric vehicles
(EVs) due to their high energy density, low self-discharge rate, and long cycle life. Over the past
decade, technological enhancements accompanied by massive cost reductions have enabled the
growing market diffusion of EVs. This diffusion has resulted in customized and cost-effective Li-ion
battery cell designs tailored to automotive requirements. This study describes design trends in Li-ion
batteries from the pack to the electrode level based on empirical data, including pack energy, cell
capacity, outer cell dimensions and formats, energy density, specific energy, and electrode properties,
such as active material selection, porosities, and component thicknesses. Market share-weighted
findings imply several trends, such as (1) increasing cell dimensions, with the longest cells reaching
500 mm (pouch) and almost 1000 mm (prismatic) in 2021, (2) increasing differentiation between
either high-energy or low-cost cathode and anode materials, and (3) increasing cell energy, equivalent
to gaining about 100% (energy density) and 70% (specific energy) compared to the 2010 and 2021
averages. Despite these improvements, this study finds that the widespread market diffusion of
the latest cell technologies proceeds slower than industry announcements suggest and that several
well-known, literature-proofed potentials are not yet fully exploited.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; cell design; anode; cathode; cell format; electrode properties

1. Introduction

Increasing demand for electric vehicles (EVs) has created the need for high-performance,
cost-effective, and safe energy storage systems. Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries have emerged
as the preferred power source for EVs due to their high energy density, low self-discharge
rate, adequate chemical potential, and long cycle life [1–5]. Technological enhancements
accompanied by massive cost reductions of Li-ion batteries have been critical for the
growing market diffusion of EVs [6] and, thus, the transition to more sustainable road
transport [7,8]. While there were roughly 50 EV models available globally in 2015, there are
more than 300 models available across all vehicle segments today [9]. This model variety
results from new original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that disrupted the market and
specialized in EVs early on and established OEMs that are now also transforming their
product portfolios from internal combustion engine-powered vehicles to EVs [10,11]. Some
have even announced an all-electric strategy from 2025/2030/2035 onwards, at least for
the EU market [10].

The current automotive battery market is highly heterogeneous, with numerous
manufacturers producing cells of varying sizes, formats, and cell designs, as well as
active and inactive material combinations. Currently, the automotive industry is utilizing
cylindrical, prismatic hard-case, and pouch cells with different shapes, geometries, and
internal structures [2,12,13]. This battery variety results from numerous related factors,
such as different vehicle segments (e.g., volume versus luxury or short-distance versus
long-distance), where each segment sets specific battery requirements to achieve the best
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match with customer expectations and utilization patterns [3]. Moreover, OEMs pursue
individual strategies regarding supply chain designs, alliances, or cooperations with cell
or material suppliers to secure vehicle sales [8], leading to complex dependencies and
entanglements [12]. Finally, equipment availability and cell manufacturability result in
further differences [14]. Besides these factors, automotive Li-ion battery cell development
is characterized by an engineering trade-off that is associated with specific design strategies
at the electrode level: high-energy versus high-power density [15]. On the one hand,
power density is more critical for hybrid vehicles [16], so minimizing each component’s
electronic, ionic, and thermal resistance is targeted [4,17]. On the other hand, energy
density is most relevant for battery-electric vehicles (BEVs) to ensure acceptable ranges
given the limited installation space [16]. Here, maximizing the ratio of electrode volume to
battery cell volume and the ratio of active material to electrode volume are targeted [15],
yet without impairing the fast-charging capability [3,4]. Searching for the best possible
trade-off between energy and power capability nowadays also increasingly involves battery
pack design and system optimization [3,4,14,18], such as optimized cell-to-module or cell-
to-pack integration, enhanced battery management systems, and tailored battery thermal
control systems. In addition, the recyclability of cells may soon emerge as a key factor for
future sustainable battery designs [19].

While numerous studies selectively examine individual battery systems, single cells,
or only individual cell parameters, few cross-cutting and aggregated assessments exist.
Exemplary, typical studies focus either on active material selection [20,21], thermal prop-
erties [22,23], internal structures [15,20], fast charging capability [24,25], aging [26–28],
or cost [2,4,29–31] in great detail and with differing methods. Pack-level properties are
typically discussed concerning individual models, and battery cell properties concerning
individual cells [15,32–36]. Typically, such studies use rather well-established or even
dummy cells, and published findings often lag behind the cell’s market launch. Although
commercial teardowns of the latest pack and cell models have become well-established,
such as those by A2Mac1 [37] or the B3 Corporation [38], general access to this data is
limited. Open-source and scientific teardowns are the exceptions, such as that for the 2021
VW ID3 cell by Günter et al. [32]. Last, more aggregated analyses, including the market
relevance, as Nykvist et al. [39] did for the American EV market, are scarce.

While the current literature provides detailed technological insights into single packs,
cells, and their structures, there is limited information about the global dissemination
and utilization of these specific items. This makes it difficult to draw conclusions about
the market’s technological progress and the impact of these cells and their technological
intricacies on it. As an alternative to this common method of examining individual cells,
this study aggregates single-cell information from scientific papers, market studies, reports,
and commercial teardown reports in a common database, adds information about sales
figures, and uses statistical methods to reveal certain temporal trends. The presented study
is the first to combine the comprehensive assessment of pack energies, formats, external cell
dimensions, common cell performance indicators, active material selection, and electrode
properties for automotive Li-ion batteries with actual sales data. In doing so, this study
assesses the status quo of the global automotive Li-ion battery market and the diffusion
speed of new technologies and allows us to draw conclusions on near-term trends.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the data and underlying
sources. Results are structured from pack to cell to the electrode level (see Figure 1).
Section 3 starts with the market-share weighted trends for pack energy (3.1), cell capacity,
outer cell dimensions and formats and energy density (3.2) from 2010 to 2021. It closes
with trends in automotive electrode properties such as active materials, thickness and
porosity from 2016 to 2022 (3.3). Section 4 discusses the completeness, limitations, and
representativeness of the findings. This paper closes with a short outlook in Section 5.
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Figure 1. Structure of the data analysis from pack level to electrode level and reference to the
respective subsections. Own illustration.

2. Data and Methods

Trends for pack energy, cell capacity, outer cell dimensions and formats, active ma-
terials, energy density, and specific energy were analyzed using the Fraunhofer ISI xEV
battery database. This database contains comprehensive information on the global pro-
duction and sales of xEV models, including hybrids, plug-in hybrids, BEVs, and fuel-cell
vehicles. This study uses vehicle-specific data with a cutoff in May 2022 and global xEV
sales data until January 2022. Thus, all market-share weighted analyses cover the period
2010–2021. The database includes over 1100 xEV models between 2010 and 2021 and more
than 500 additional models launched or announced for 2022–2026. The database aggregates
different sources, including Marklines, the European Automobile Manufacturers Associa-
tion (ACEA), the European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO), the German Automobile
Club (ADAC e.V.), OEM websites, market and technology studies [40–46], reports [47–50],
and numerous online sources: Skobyakov S.A. Chinese Cars: www.chinamobil.ru (ac-
cessed on 19 January 2023); Tycho de Feijter, Car news China: www.carnewschina.com
(accessed 19 January y 2023); Wynand Goosen, wattEV2Buy: www.wattev2buy.com (ac-
cessed on 2 February 2023); A07 online media LLC. CarSalesBase: www.carsalesbase.com
(accessed on 2 February 2023); Seo and Web Ltd. Auto-Data-net: www.auto-data.net
(accessed on 8 February 2023); Zach Shahan. CleanTechnica: www.cleantechnica.com
(accessed on 2 February 2023); Ecomotors Inc. EV Compare: www.evcompare.io (ac-
cessed on 3 February 2023); Motor Presse Stuttgart GmbH & Co. KG. Auto, Motor
und Sport: www.auto-motor-und-sport.de (accessed on 8 February 2023); Bauer Xcel
Media Deutschland KG. autozeitung.de: www.autozeitung.de (accessed on 8 February
2023); SIDEBI TECHNOLOGY LTD. Chinapev.com: www.chinapev.com (accessed on 19
January 2023); RABBIT PUBLISHING GmbH. electrive: www.electrive.net (accessed on 16
February 2023); Electric Vehicle Database. EV Database: www.ev-database.org (accessed
on 3 February 2023); VerticalScope Inc. China Car Forums: www.chinacarforums.com (ac-
cessed on 19 January 2023); EVSpecifications. EVSpecifications: www.evspecifications.com
(accessed on 3 February 2023); Motorsport Network LLP. insideEVs. www.insideevs.com
(accessed on 2 February 2023); Pedro Lima. PushEVs: www.pushevs.com (accessed
on 16 February 2023); EV Volumes. EV Volumes: https://www.ev-volumes.com/ (ac-
cessed on 16 February 2023); China Automotive Technology and Research Center Co., Ltd.
CATARC: https://www.catarc.ac.cn/ (accessed on 19 January 2023); International Energy
Agency. IEA: https://www.iea.org/ (accessed on 3 February 2023); Bitauto. yiche.com:
https://www.yiche.com/ (accessed on 19 January 2023) and [51]. No speculative data on
vehicle batteries, cell chemistries, and energy densities are included, leading to missing
information and, thus, higher uncertainty (see Section 4). This mainly concerns several
Chinese manufacturers.

The electrode properties were analyzed using a sample of automotive battery cells
without market shares. Following Lain et al. [14], we cover the thickness of electrode
coatings in µm, electrode porosities as a percentage, the current collector foil thickness in
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µm, and the separator thickness in µm as key electrode design parameters. Additionally,
we include the model year (MY) of the reference vehicle or the year of publication, cathode
and anode chemistries, and the cell format (pouch, prismatic, or cylindrical). There are
some missing data as certain sources did not provide all the information required. The
data were sourced from market studies, commercial cell teardown reports, and scientific
literature harmonizing different methods such as simulation studies, cell measurements,
teardowns, material tests, cycle life or calendar aging tests, post-mortem analyses, or gen-
eral assessments. The most relevant scientific studies were identified using the search
string “automotive AND lithium-ion AND battery AND electrode AND (thickness OR
porosity) AND Year >= 2016” in the Scopus database and Google Scholar. Thus, the statis-
tical analysis covers the period 2016–2022. After reviewing and filtering, we considered
78 references [2,15,18,24,25,31,32,37,38,52–121].

3. Results
3.1. Pack capacity

Figure 2 illustrates the global vehicle-sales-weighted evolution of the average net
pack capacity in kWh for different segments. Here, we followed the vehicle classification
by Marklines, which is comparable to the EU classification scheme. This comprises the
AB segment (mini and small vehicles), the CM segment (compact cars and multi-purpose
vehicles), the DEF segment (large and premium-type vehicles), and the SUV segment,
further split into small (ABC segment) and large (DE segment) subsegments. All analyses
include the annual mean values ± one standard deviation.

Figure 2. Development of global vehicle-sales-weighted net battery pack capacities in kWh. Mean
values ± 1 standard deviation. AB-segment (mini and small), CM segment (compact and multi-
purpose), DEF segment (upper class), smaller SUVs (ABC segment), larger SUVs (DE segment), and
total vehicles.

For the AB segment, to which most early xEV models can be attributed, we observe a
clear upward trend starting from less than 20 kWh in the early 2010s to around 30 kWh
in 2019. Since then, we have seen saturation and no further increase in net pack capacity.
Conversely, a slight decline is discernible, primarily due to cheap and short-range A-
segment vehicles in China. The CM segment increased from around 25 kWh to 50 kWh in
2021, with no saturation visible, and the analysis indicates an expected further increase. In
contrast, the DEF segment shows no clear increase. This is partially due to the recent market
entry of many D-segment models with smaller packs, especially in China. In addition,
several OEMs have introduced entry-level model series with smaller battery packs, even
for more premium-type vehicles, like the Tesla Model 3 Standard. Finally, xEVs with larger
packs, like the Tesla Model S 85, were already available early on, leading to high values in
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the mid-2010s. In recent years, SUVs have become increasingly popular, and several xEV
versions have entered the market. While we find a clear distinction in battery pack capacity
between smaller and larger SUVs, the average pack capacity increased for both. In 2021,
the average was around 55 kWh for smaller and 70–80 kWh for larger SUVs.

When classifying the segment-individual findings, it became evident that no single
battery pack capacity can be assigned to a specific vehicle segment. While we find obvious
differences in the average pack capacity between segments, there are high fluctuations and
large standard errors within each segment. This partially results from the chosen vehicle
classification into segments, originally designed to distinguish car dimensions and vehicle
weight [122] but not vehicle range or battery size. Further, many models are available as
short-range and long-range versions.

When evaluating the global market across all segments, average pack capacities have
been rising almost constantly since 2010, starting from less than 20 kWh and reaching
54 kWh (47–61 kWh) in 2021. We highlight two main effects: (1) larger pack sizes accompa-
nied by increasing specific energy and energy density of pack and cells (see Section 3.2.3)
to extend vehicle range, and (2) increasing xEV availability and sales across all segments,
from small, light, and short-range to large, heavy, and long-range vehicles.

3.2. Cell Properties
3.2.1. Cell Formats and Outer Cell Dimensions

The chosen cell format, i.e., cylindrical, pouch, or prismatic hard-case, affects many
system parameters like pack design, cell cooling, pack safety, cell-to-module or cell-to-
pack integration, and mechanical stability [5,13,18]. As a result, cell formats have a large
impact on pack-level performance, as shown by [18,123] for energy density and specific
energy. Although there are examples of using several cell formats in one EV model (e.g., the
Tesla Model 3), OEMs more often commit to one particular cell format for each EV model,
allowing for substantial economies of scale. The same applies to vehicle platforms, where
several models share one common platform. However, multi-format strategies for models
or platforms may still be relevant due to the required flexibility concerning cell availability,
different cell suppliers, or stronger model diversification [124].

Figure 3 illustrates the global evolution of the market shares of cylindrical, pouch-type,
and prismatic cells, weighted by MWh and limited to BEV only. Tesla directly affects the
market share of cylindrical cells as the only large company currently utilizing this format.
Until 2020, the market share was constantly over 20%, with the latest increase in 2017–2019
resulting from the introduction of the Tesla Model 3. Although other OEMs such as GM,
BMW, or NIO, and start-ups like Rivian and Lucid Motor may use cylindrical cells in the
future, according to the latest announcements [12], our analysis showed a declining market
share of cylindrical cells in the 2020s. This may have resulted from Tesla’s decision to
use prismatic LFP cells and the increasing xEV availability and sales from OEMs other
than Tesla. While we acknowledge that our database’s share of not-specified cell formats
increased substantially (38% in 2022), this share can be allocated almost exclusively to
pouch and prismatic cells. We found no clear individual trend for pouch or prismatic
cells, but both gained market shares so that at least 20% were pouch and at least 30% were
prismatic, with the latter having higher growth rates.

Apart from the basic cell format, various customized cells with tailored outer di-
mensions emerged due to, among other factors, different vehicle architectures, specific
market requirements, material availability, supplier cooperations, or system integration
strategies [13]. In contrast, several market participants (OEMs, system integrators, and
automotive associations) emphasized the development of standard cell sizes to leverage
economies of scale or ease multi-sourcing strategies. Therefore, Figure 4 shows the global
evolution of cell sizes between 2010 and 2021, differentiated by cylindrical, pouch, and
prismatic cells, weighted by MWh, and limited to BEV only. The analysis includes the mini-
mum and maximum dimensions and the annual mean values ± one standard deviation.
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Since most LFP cells use the prismatic cell design, we distinguished between prismatic cells
with LFP cathode material and cells with (high nickel) NMC or NCA cathode material.

Figure 3. Global MWh-weighted market share for pouch (dark green), prismatic (light green), and
cylindrical cells (blue). Gray represents cells where the format cannot be assigned unambiguously.

For cylindrical cells (cf. Figure 4c,f,i), the presence of just two automotive-relevant
formats until 2022, 18650 and 21700 cells, renders an evaluation of cell geometries irrelevant.
Accordingly, the outer diameter increased from 18 to 21 mm, and the can height from
650 to 700 mm. The impact of larger cells in the future, e.g., Tesla’s 4680 or Samsung’s
4080 announcements, is discussed in Section 4.

For pouch cells (cf. Figure 4b,e,h), the longest side remained relatively constant at
300 mm until 2018 and increased as larger cells with more than 500 mm entered the market.
While these lengths follow the battery module standard sizes, the shortest side (i.e., the cell
thickness) increased in the 2012–2016 period from around 7 mm and has since plateaued
at around 11–12 mm. Despite this increase in the longest and shortest sides, the total cell
volume increased only slightly from 2010 to 2021 and remained between 400 and 500 mL. In
fact, there was even a minor decrease from 2016 to 2021, in line with a decreasing standard
deviation, implying higher robustness. This indicates that single pouch bags have not
become larger but have been tailored to the space available in the vehicle.

For prismatic cells (cf. Figure 4a,d,g), the trends are not straightforward due to various
overlapping circumstances. First, the high standard deviation implies that a great variety
of cell geometries are utilized within the global automotive industry. Second, the effects of
different cathode chemistries overlap. In particular, this involves cheaper LFP cells and
high-energy nickel-rich cells (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2). Third, there is a transition toward
cell-to-pack (C2P) concepts and, thus, the higher integration of cells into the vehicle chassis.
This C2P concept is typically associated with very long cells (up to around 900 mm) and
promises cost advantages due to higher process efficiency and fewer components, and
performance advantages due to higher achievable specific energy and energy density at
the pack level [12,18]. Very large cells from 2000 to 3500 mL have mostly disappeared.
Nevertheless, prismatic cells outperform the other formats regarding cell volume, with a
corridor from around 500 to 1500 mL forming in recent years. Even these larger prismatic
cells necessitate high mechanical and thermal stability and increased safety requirements,
which may be fulfilled by larger housing thicknesses or using intrinsically safer materials.
Following this, larger (400–900 mm) and thicker cells (up to 80 mm) feature LFP cathodes,
while thinner (12–36 mm) and smaller cells (up to around 400 mm) primarily feature
nickel-rich cathodes (mainly NMC). The decreasing average cell volume from 2016 to 2019
resulted from the increasing share of NMC chemistries, while the growing share of LFP
and C2P concepts resulted in increased cell volume since 2019.
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Figure 4. Evolution of geometrical cell format parameters (MWh-weighted) between 2010 and
2021. Mean values ± one standard deviation. Span (minimum and maximum value) in gray;
(a) Prismatic-longest side; (b) Pouch-longest side; (c) Cylindrical-cell height; (d) Prismatic-shortest
side; (e) Pouch-shortest side; (f) Cylindrical-diameter; (g) Prismatic-cell volume; (h) Pouch-cell
volume; (i) Cylindrical-cell volume. A differentiation between LFP and NMC/NCA cells is provided
for prismatic cells.

3.2.2. Cell Capacities

Figure 5 illustrates the global evolution of cell capacity between 2010 and 2021, differ-
entiated by cell format and weighted by MWh. For cylindrical and pouch cells, average
capacities doubled from 2010 to 2021 to around 70 Ah (pouch) and 4.5 Ah (cylindrical). This
increase, particularly from 2015 onwards, can be attributed mainly to higher energy densi-
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ties (see Section 3.2.3) from new active materials (see Section 3.3.2) since the cell volume
(see Section 3.2.1) has not increased to the same extent. The development of cylindrical cells
reflects the transition from 18650 to 21700 cells with the introduction of Tesla’s Model 3.
Starting with a capacity of about 2 Ah in the early 2010s (Tesla Roadster EV), average
capacities converge toward nearly 5 Ah due to strong Model 3 sales.

Figure 5. Evolution of cell capacity in Ah between 2010 and 2021. Weighted by MWh and differenti-
ated by cell format. Mean values ± one standard deviation. Span (minimum and maximum value)
in gray; (a) Prismatic cells; (b) Pouch cells; (c) Cylindrical cells. A differentiation between LFP and
NMC/NCA cells is provided for prismatic cells.

An increase from around 60 Ah in 2010 to 150 Ah in 2016 is noticeable for prismatic
cells. This is primarily driven by Chinese manufacturers using LFP-based cathodes and
increasing the cell volumes (cf. Figure 4g). With an increasing share of NMC/NCA-based
cathodes from the mid-2010s, cell dimensions and capacities have decreased due to safety
and temperature concerns [5].

3.2.3. Specific Energy and Energy Density

Specific energy (e) and energy density (w) are two crucial performance indicators
for battery cells since space and weight in EVs are limited, but high driving ranges are
required [3,6,16]. Figure 6 shows the global evolution of both parameters at the cell level
between 2010 and 2021, differentiated by cell format and weighted by MWh. The analyses
include the annual mean values ± one standard deviation and the span.

Both parameters are calculated based on specified cell capacities (C), average discharge
voltages (U), and cell weight (M) or cell volume (V), respectively (see Equations (1) and (2)).
For cell capacities (see Section 3.2.2), we mainly used the manufacturers’ specifications.
Depending on the data source, varying ranges for the average discharge potentials are
available for the same cathode and anode active materials combinations. These ranges
might indicate differences in the current load during discharge experiments. For example,
NMC/graphite-based cells might be listed with a voltage of 3.6 to 3.7 V in our database,
producing an uncertainty of up to 3% for the specific energy. For cell volume, we used the
outer cell dimensions (length or diameter, thickness, height, or width) for approximation
unless a manufacturer’s specification was available. This approach results in quite accurate
values for cylindrical and prismatic cells due to their cylindrical and cuboidal shape. How-
ever, pouch cells do not have a cuboidal shape due to their thin sealing notch width ranging
from 5 to 10 mm. While the impact of this on total cell volume is minor, the sealing notch
width can significantly increase the cell length and/or height. Since precise information
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on the sealing notch width is missing for most cells in our database, we calculated the
cell volume for all pouch cells as a cuboid. However, this approach overestimates the cell
volume and, thus, lowers energy densities. A typical pouch-type cell with 100 mm height
and a sealing notch width of 7 mm per side may be assigned a 12% lower energy density
than its real value. Our energy densities for pouch cells are therefore underestimated.

e =
C·U
M

in
Wh
kg

(1)

w =
C·U

V
in

Wh
L

(2)

Figure 6. Evolution of specific energy (in Wh/kg) and energy density (in Wh/L) between 2010
and 2021. Weighted by MWh and differentiated by cell format. Mean values ± one standard
deviation. Span (minimum and maximum value) in gray; (a) Prismatic-specific energy; (b) Pouch-
specific energy; (c) Cylindrical-specific energy; (d) Prismatic-energy density; (e) Pouch-energy density;
(f) Cylindrical-energy density. A differentiation between LFP and NMC/NCA cells is provided for
prismatic cells.
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The data show a steady increase in both specific energy and energy densities for all
cell formats between 2010 and 2021. Compared to pouch and prismatic cells, the increase
for cylindrical cells (cf. Figure 6c,f) is less noticeable, with average values reaching more
than 250 Wh/kg and 700 Wh/L in 2021. For pouch cells (cf. Figure 6b,e), there were sharp
increases in performance between 2015 and 2018, reaching over 260 Wh/kg in 2021 and
thus surpassing the cylindrical cells. In parallel, energy density reached around 560 Wh/L.
As discussed, this value is likely to be underestimated. Maximum values unaffected by our
calculation and sourced using the manufacturers’ specifications reach around 670 Wh/L.
This is almost equal to cylindrical cells. Prismatic cells (cf. Figure 6a,d) continue to lag
behind the other formats in specific energy and energy density at the cell level. However,
they have improved significantly. The difference between all three cell formats is less
noticeable for the specific energy, with prismatic cells around 200 Wh/kg on average in
2021. Here, we highlight the difference between average LFP cells at around 160 Wh/kg
and average NMC/NCA cells at around 210–220 Wh/kg. For energy density, average
values have been 400–450 Wh/L since 2019, with NMC/NCA cells achieving an average
value of around 550 Wh/L and LFP cells around 380 Wh/L in 2021. Maximum energy
densities even surpassed the 650 Wh/L threshold, close to the other formats.

As will be discussed in Section 3.3.2, energy density and specific energy are largely
determined by the applied active materials and the ratio of active to passive components in
a cell. This partly explains the gap between the average values of the formats. In particular,
this addresses the large share of lower-energy LFP prismatic cells versus the high-energy
NCA cathode materials in Tesla’s cells from the very beginning.

3.3. Electrode Properties
3.3.1. Stack Design

Apart from the selected active materials, the electrode properties, and the chosen
cell format, assembling the electrodes into the housing is crucial for the overall cell per-
formance [14,125]. Two principal techniques exist: (1) winding of continuous electrodes
and (2) stacking of pre-cut electrodes (cf. [126]). In practice, several combinations such as
Z-folding (cf. [127]), stack-winding (cf. [128]), and other methods are used. Simple electrode
winding is applied to both prismatic (cf. [129]) and cylindrical (cf. [130]) cells.

Different techniques have specific safety properties and facilitate specific production
footprints (such as cells per minute), which leads to the relevant techniques varying
for different applications and formats. The interaction of the final electrode geometry
with the cell housing may lead to a certain level of dead volume inside the cell, directly
affecting the achievable energy density and specific energy. Apparently, winded electrodes
in cylindrical cells do not create any dead volume, so this only results from the space
required for contacting and cap components. Hence, this type of cell naturally features high
energy densities. In contrast, an elongated electrode coil inside a prismatic/rectangular
cell housing will create a large dead volume. For prismatic cells, the increasing energy
density and specific energy may be attributed, to a certain extent, to changing the electrode
geometry from large single coils with a large radius to several stacked rolls with smaller
radii or to fully stacked electrode sheets. However, this information is missing in our
database and cannot be analyzed.

3.3.2. Cathode and Anode Active Materials

Discussions about active materials typically focus on cathodes, as these make up the
biggest share of the cell in terms of cost and weight [2,112]. As a result, many cathode
materials are utilized for automotive applications to enable cost-effective and high-energy
Li-ion batteries. In parallel, almost every cell manufacturer uses a unique material combi-
nation with a specific chemical composition, particle size distribution, and particle coating.
Thus, detailed information on these materials across the global automotive industry is
scarce, and the shares of different cathode materials were analyzed on an aggregated level.
Based on the data available, we grouped the cathode materials based on their approxi-
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mate chemical composition into LFP (ideally LiFePO4), LMO (ideally LiMn2O4), NCA
(LiNi0.8+x+yCo0.15−xAl0.05−yO2; 0 ≤ x < 0.15; 0 ≤ y < 0.05) or NMC (LiNixMnyCozO2; x,
y, z ≥ 0; x + y + z = 1). Wherever data were available, we further differentiated NMC
materials into NMC111 (ideally LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2), NMC2xx-5xx (LiNixMnyCozO2,
0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.5; x + y + z = 1), NMC622 (ideally LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2) and NMC811 (ideally
LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2). Different material blends, such as NMC/LMO [131,132], further
aggravated the analysis and increased the uncertainty of specific material shares. Here we
arbitrarily assumed a decreasing LMO share over the last years from 30 wt.% to 10 wt.%
for all potential LMO-featured blends. We discuss the limitations of this approach in
Section 4.1.

Figure 7a shows the global shares of different cathode materials between 2010 and
2021, weighted by MWh and limited to BEVs only.

Figure 7. Evolution of global market shares in % for different chemistries between 2010 and 2021.
Weighted by MWh; (a) Cathode; (b) Anode.

While several BEVs even used pure LMO cathodes in the early 2010s, their importance
decreased continuously until LMO almost disappeared after 2016.

The market share of LFP ranges from 5 to 20%, with a peak in 2016 resulting from the
high market growth in China and the preferred use of LFP by many Chinese manufacturers.
Between 2016 and 2019, LFP shares declined. Starting in 2020, LFP regained its market
shares and reached around 15% in 2021. This momentum resulted from rising raw material
costs and further BEV mass-market diffusion, which renders low-cost and broadly available
materials such as LFP highly attractive. Additionally, new LFP cell designs have increased
the useable energy densities.

For NCA, market shares are strongly correlated to the global market share of Tesla
vehicles. The maximum share was around 40% in 2013: it has since remained around 20%.
We classified these NCA shares as upper thresholds since our database for Tesla vehicles is
more complete than for other OEMs and their utilized chemistries.

For NMC, market shares have been well above 50% since 2016, with a noticeable
increase until 2021. Even though detailed NMC composition is often unavailable (i.e., the
NMCxxx market share was around 25% in 2021), there is an obvious transition to Ni-
rich NMC compounds. This facilitates higher vehicle ranges due to higher achievable
energy density and specific energy but also increases the cell cost [2], primarily due to
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the differences in the cost of cobalt and nickel precursors. On the material level (meaning
calculated vs. graphite potential), reversible specific energy and energy densities for
LMO are 480 Wh/kg and 2 kWh/L, 512 Wh/kg and >2 kWh/L for LFP, 540 Wh/kg and
2.6 kWh/L for NMC111, 590 Wh/kg and 2.9 kWh/L for NMC622, and even more than
700 Wh/kg and 3.4 kWh/L for NMC811 or NCA [4,133,134]. In 2021, the market share for
NMC622 and NMC811 was around 12%.

While missing information was well below 10% until 2016, this value increased in the
following years to around 27% in 2021. Information on cell chemistries often originates
from scarcely accessible teardown reports of battery cells, so a certain delay to the BEV
model launch happens. This resulted in an increased share of missing information between
2018 and 2021. This excludes the NCA chemistries associated with Tesla sales, for which
our database provides good coverage. Thus, the market shares of unknown chemistries
most likely correspond to either LFP or NMC. Here, we draw attention to a shift from
LFP to NMC in many Chinese BEV models in the period 2016 to 2018. In contrast to
this, LFP-based batteries have been reintroduced in the latest model generations from
2020 onwards.

Figure 7b displays the global shares of different anode compounds between 2010
and 2021. There are more missing data than in the previous sections, with around 40%
in 2021. In contrast, the anode materials used in commercial Li-ion batteries are not as
diverse as those used for the cathode. While we observed minor shares for LTO in the early
2010s, this almost disappeared from 2014 onwards. Primarily, graphite-based materials
were used. Since 2017, the market share of graphite/silicon blends (cf. [135,136]) has risen
sharply. However, our data do not show whether this means only a minor percentage
and hence a minor boost of graphite capacity (cf. [42]) to values of around 400 mAh/g, or
whether respective blends utilize the storage capacity of silicon to a higher degree. In 2021,
graphite/silicon blends had a market share of at least 20%.

3.3.3. Electrode Thicknesses and Porosities

In contrast to the data shown in the previous sections, the following evaluations were
conducted using the supplemental database without sales data. In order to still evaluate
trends for relevant design parameters and trade-offs, selectively available data on electrode
thickness and porosity were analyzed using a time series analysis and statistical evaluation.

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution for electrode thicknesses in µm (double-
sided coating including current collector) and coating porosities in percentage. Cath-
ode chemistries are NMC/NCA (78%), LFP (6%), blends (7%), and others (9%). Anode
chemistries include natural or synthetic graphite (95%) and Gr-SiO blends (5%). Depend-
ing on whether the anode or cathode is considered, cell formats include pouch-type cells
(50–59%), prismatic cells (22–29%), cylindrical cells (5–6%), and not-specified cell formats
(7–22%). If only a one-sided coating thickness was available, we used findings from
Section 3.3.4 to derive the total electrode thicknesses.

We found no statistically significant changes in total cathode thickness over the last six
years, as both median and mean values range from 140 to 155 µm (cf. Figure 8a). The overall
mean is 147.6 µm (±34.7 µm standard deviation), and the overall median is 142.5 µm. Only
five cells reach over 200 µm, with 240 µm the highest thickness. Only three cells fall below
100 µm, with 72 µm the lowest thickness. Since our sample is dominated by pouch cells,
distinct conclusions about the influence of cell format are limited. However, the analysis
did not reveal any substantial differences. In cell chemistry, NMC/NCA chemistries spread
across the entire corridor, while LFP-type cells are above 165 µm only. This indicates that
LFP cells may be characterized by thicker electrodes to compensate for lower capacity.

We found no statistically significant changes in cathode coating porosity over the last
six years, as both median and mean values range from 25 to 35% (cf. Figure 8b). However,
there are slight tendencies toward lower porosities. We highlight cathode porosities ranging
from 20 to 30%, especially in the 2020s. The overall mean is 29.4% (±5.5% standard
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deviation), and the median is 27.4%. There are no significant effects of cell format or
chemistry.

Figure 8. Temporal analysis of (a) the total cathode thickness (double-sided coating including
current collector) in µm; (b) the cathode coating porosity in percentage; (c) the total anode thickness
(double-sided coating including current collector) in µm; (d) the anode coating porosity in percentage.
The boxplots show statistical parameters (lower quartile, median, upper quartile, whiskers with
1.5 interquartile range), individual data points differentiated by color for different formats, the mean
value including error bar (±1 standard deviation), and the number of records.

For total anode thickness (cf. Figure 8c), we found a slight increase over the last six
years, but note that this trend is not statistically significant (p > 0.05). The overall mean is
161.2 µm (±36.9 µm standard deviation), and the overall median is 154 µm. Ten cells reach
over 200 µm, with 243.6 µm the highest thickness and 80 µm the thinnest electrode. There
are no significant effects of cell format or chemistry.

Findings for the anode coating porosity are similar to those for the cathode (cf.
Figure 8d). Thus, we found no statistically significant changes in coating porosities over
the last six years, as both median and mean values range from 25 to 35%. The overall mean
is 30.2% (±6.2% standard deviation), and the median is 31%. Overall, porosities tend to be
slightly higher than for the cathode. There are no significant effects of cell format or the
share of silicon.
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In conclusion, our findings indicate that single-sided electrode coatings above 100 µm
are typically unexploited today. While we find rather constant cathode thicknesses in paral-
lel with more high-energy active materials, there is a slight increase in anode thicknesses
to sustain an appropriate N/P ratio. For electrode porosities, we found a corridor from
around 20 to below 35% forming in recent years, implying a trend toward HE electrode
designs (low porosity) rather than HP (high porosity, over 30%).

3.3.4. Current Collector Thicknesses

Figure 9 shows the current collector thicknesses in µm over time. Shares for cell
chemistries and formats are similar to the previous section.

Figure 9. Temporal analysis of the current collector foil thickness in µm; (a) Aluminum foil, cathode
side; (b) Copper foil, anode side. The boxplots show statistical parameters (lower quartile, median,
upper quartile, whiskers with 1.5 interquartile range), individual data points differentiated by color
for different formats, the mean value including error bar (±1 standard deviation), and the number
of records.

For aluminum foils (cf. Figure 9a), we find a saturation at 12 to 15 µm in the 2020s.
Overall, foils range from 10 to 25 µm, the overall mean is 14.7 µm (±3.3 µm standard
deviation), and the overall median is 14.5 µm. Over the considered period, median and
mean values range from 13 to 17 µm, with 15 µm as the modal value. There are no
significant effects of cell format or chemistry.

For copper foils (cf. Figure 9b), we find a saturation at 8 to 10 µm in the 2020s. Overall,
foils range from 5 to 20 µm, the overall mean is 8.8 µm (±2.5 µm standard deviation), and
the overall median is 8 µm. Over the considered period, median and mean values range
from 13 to 17 µm, with 15 µm as the modal value. There are no significant effects of cell
format or chemistry. Compared to aluminum foil, copper’s better electrical conductivity,
higher heat conductivity and thus more efficient dissipation, and slightly higher mechanical
properties allow for thinner foils.

We conclude that there are clear trends toward thinner current collector foils, i.e.,
≤15 µm for aluminum and ≤10 µm for copper foils, to reduce costs and increase energy
density and specific energy.

3.3.5. Separator Thickness

Figure 10 illustrates the total separator thicknesses in µm over time. This total thickness
includes the mostly polymer-based separator plus one- or double-sided coatings.
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Figure 10. Temporal analysis of the total separator thickness (incl. coating) in µm. The boxplots
illustrate statistical parameters (lower quartile, median, upper quartile, whiskers with 1.5 interquartile
range), individual data points differentiated by color for different formats, the mean value including
error bar (±1 standard deviation), and the number of records.

A clear and statistically significant (p < 0.05) trend toward thinner separators is visible.
Both median and mean values decreased from 19 to 23 µm in 2019 to 14 to 15.6 µm in 2022.
Values range from 8 to 25 µm, while pouch-type cells are above 13 µm. Thinner separators
under 10 µm are found more often in prismatic or cylindrical cells, which might be due to
the solid housing. However, this dependency is not statistically significant. There are no
effects of either cathode or anode chemistry. In comparison, Greenwood et al. [66] mention
even thinner separators of 5 µm, but 12 µm is given as the most representative value.

4. Discussion

The present study aimed to assess design trends for different battery parameters from
pack to cell to the electrode level using empirical battery and vehicle sales data. This
allowed us to draw conclusions on the overall technological progress and the impact of the
latest technologies on the market. However, our results come with some uncertainty.

4.1. Data Limitations

Our study is based on two databases that build on various sources. The xEV-database
contains information from several sources, so mapping xEV sales data and xEV battery
information is not straightforward. The names of xEV models can vary, and most sources
do not distinguish model variants (e.g., mid-range or long-range) and model generations
(e.g., updated battery packs). That said, our analyses are partially based on sales split
assumptions for one model and its battery-specific sub-models. There is also uncertainty
concerning sales figures for OEM and xEV models since numbers may vary between
different sources. The database contains more than 1100 xEV (HEV, PHEV, BEV, and
FCEV) models sold worldwide between 2010 and 2021. Related to BEV sales in 2021,
completeness for battery pack energy (kWh) is 96% compared to global sales; completeness
for cathode chemistry is 71%; completeness of battery cell format is 61%; completeness of
anode chemistry is 53%. Most missing data relates to the Chinese market, so our findings
particularly underrepresent Chinese OEM’s cell designs and battery intricacies. Information
on other battery materials (e.g., electrolytes) is missing. However, based on the partially
available data, we do not see any major shift from established LiPF6-based electrolytes,
separators, and coating materials. We highlight the increasing uncertainty in recent years
because data collection and evaluation have become more difficult due to an expanding
xEV product portfolio and the multi-sourcing strategy of many OEMs.
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We acknowledge that the second database, used to assess electrode properties, such as
coating thicknesses or porosities, is based on a limited vehicle sample without matching
vehicle sale figures. However, the evaluations did include globally important models
using different cell formats from various OEMs and cell suppliers, such as Renault Zoe
(MY2019), Volkswagen ID3 (MY2021) and ID4 (MY2021), Tesla Model S (MY2016) and
Model 3 (MY2020), Porsche Taycan (MY2021), Hyundai Kona (MY2018) and IONIQ 5
(MY2021), Jaguar I-Pace (MY2018), Mercedes-Benz EQS580 (MY2021), KIA EV6 (MY2022),
or BYD Tang (MY2021).

4.2. Discussion of Results

Examining the evolution of battery performance indicators reveals a continuous im-
provement of battery properties from the pack to the electrode and material levels. In
contrast to the impression given by individual announcements from research and industry,
our market-share weighted results rarely show major disruptions and highlight the signif-
icant delay involved for new technologies to penetrate the market (cf. NMC811 market
share in 2021: 8%).

Pack properties:
While the average cross-segment pack capacities have been rising almost constantly

since 2010, this trend might reach global saturation with China’s strong market growth
of smaller vehicles (AB segment). Plus, it is somewhat reasonable to assume that battery
pack capacities may only increase until a minimum acceptable segment-specific real-world
range is reached, even though subjective situational range anxiety or anticipatory range
concerns hamper the BEV adoption today [137].

When comparing the average cross-format energy density at the cell level (see
Section 3.2.3) to the cross-segment average pack capacity (see Section 3.1), we observed a
strong correlation and similar growth rates until around 2018. Since then, total installed
pack capacities have grown significantly faster than the cell energy density. Since this
cannot be attributed to increased space within the vehicle, it implies that energy density is
being improved at the pack level rather than the cell level. For instance, purely EV plat-
forms and C2P concepts can be mentioned here. However, detailed design characteristics
at the pack level were not part of this study but could be included in future studies.

Cell properties:
The development of cell formats for BEV over the last ten years shows clear differences

between pouch, prismatic, and cylindrical formats. The cylindrical cell, dominated by
the technology development of Tesla and Panasonic, shows little change apart from the
transition from the 18650 to the 21700 formats. Regarding properties such as energy density
and specific energy, the cells utilizing NCA chemistry have already been at a very high
level for several years and currently reach >700 Wh/L and >250 Wh/kg. However, in
addition to this technical perspective, the data also show that, with only one major user in
the automotive sector, it is becoming increasingly difficult to maintain the market shares
for cylindrical cells. With the announcements of companies like BMW, GM, or Rivian [12],
the cylindrical cell with the new 46 mm format (e.g., 4680) could experience a renaissance
in the coming years, possibly also with a greater variety of active materials.

Compared to the cylindrical cell, recent developments in prismatic and pouch cells
have allowed these formats to catch up. While the average energy density of pouch cells
(>650 Wh/L) has now almost reached the level of cylindrical cells, their average specific
energy has even exceeded that of cylindrical cells (>260 Wh/kg). Although substantially
longer pouch cells emerged, the cell volume was fairly constant. Prismatic cells have under-
gone the most complex development, comprising three major reasons: (1) the utilization of
NMC or LFP, (2) the transition from cell-to-module to direct C2P integration, and (3) and
stack design changes from electrode winding to stacking. Concerning energy density and
specific energy, best-in-class NMC cells follow close behind pouch and cylindrical cells
and LFP cells substantially increased to over 450 Wh/L and around 200 Wh/kg in 2021.
Some deficit of prismatic cells in terms of specific energy and energy density compared
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to cylindrical and pouch cells may be related to other factors, such as heavier contacting
elements and the solid and more robust cell housing for large cells.

Electrode design
We highlight and discuss three main findings: (1) Cell manufacturers tend not to

increase the electrode coating thicknesses to increase energy density and specific energy
and reduce costs. Our empirical findings still mirror those of the five-year-old assessment
by Schmuch et al. [2], where 65 to 80 µm are given as typical one-sided coating thickness
corridors for automotive cells. While Patry et al. [31] highlight noteworthy cost reduction
potentials by increasing the one-sided coating thickness to above 100 µm, Wu et al. [138] and
Schmuch et al. [2] state a single-sided coating thickness of 150 µm as a long-term boundary
achievable in practical applications. However, our findings indicate that thick electrode
coatings above 100 µm are still typically unexploited today. We emphasize rather constant
cathode thicknesses (see Section 3.3.3) in line with more high-energy active materials (see
Section 3.3.2) in line with a slight increase in anode thicknesses to presumably sustain
an appropriate N/P ratio. (2) Cell manufacturers tend to balance the electrode porosities
between high energy and power. Our empirical findings for cathode and anode porosities
with roughly 20 to 35% coincide with the optimization corridor of 10 to 40% for automotive
cells given by Zheng et al. [119] and the typical value of 35% stated for standard cathodes
by Gallager et al. [65]. However, we highlight the trend toward HE electrode designs (low
porosity) rather than HP (high porosity, over 30%), yet without impairing fast-charging
capability [15]. Unfortunately, we cannot conclude why implementing new cathode active
materials to improve cell capabilities is more apparent in commercial cells than adjusting
electrode thicknesses or porosities. (3) Cell manufacturers tend to optimize the thickness of
inactive cell components. We found the most distinct trends for decreasing current collector
foils’ and separators’ thicknesses to reduce costs and increase energy density and specific
energy. Greenwood et al. [66] have similar findings, with 10 to 16 µm in the most recent
studies compared to 20 µm in older studies for aluminum current collector foils. Eight to
10 µm are stated for copper current collector foils, and limits of approximately 6 µm due to
either mechanical strength or processability.

5. Conclusions

The present study assessed design trends for different battery parameters from pack
to the electrode level using empirical battery and vehicle sales data. In contrast to the
current literature providing detailed technological insights into single packs, cells, and their
technological intricacies, the presented study is the first cross-cutting and comprehensive
assessment of pack energies, formats, external cell dimensions, energy density, specific
energy, active material selection, and electrode properties with actual sales data. In doing
so, this study assesses the status quo of the global automotive Li-ion battery market and the
diffusion speed of new technologies and allows us to draw conclusions on near-term trends.

Our market share-weighted findings emphasize that no single battery pack capacity
can be assigned to a specific vehicle segment. While all three formats are likely to persist,
we highlight the increasing relevance of prismatic cells. While we observed increasing
cell dimensions, with the longest cells reaching 500 mm (pouch) and almost 1000 mm
(prismatic) in 2021, total cell volumes somewhat consolidated. This indicates that single
cells have not necessarily become larger but have been tailored to the space available in the
vehicle. In addition, we highlight that pack-level improvements are gaining importance. We
observed an increasing differentiation between either high-energy or low-cost cathode and
anode materials and increasing cell capacities, equivalent to gaining about 100% (energy
density) and 70% (specific energy) compared to the 2010 and 2021 averages. Despite these
improvements, this study finds that the widespread market diffusion of the latest cell
technologies proceeds slower than industry announcements suggest. Furthermore, well-
known and literature-proofed potentials, such as adjusting electrode design parameters,
are not yet fully exploited.
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Apart from more advanced statistical analysis and including more recent data, future
studies may focus on other battery parameters or other important xEV subgroups, such as
plug-in hybrids, and compare findings to those of this study.
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BEV Battery Electric Vehicle
C2P Cell-to-Pack
EV Electric Vehicle
HP High Power
HE High Energy
Li-ion Lithium-ion
MY Model Year
OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer
xEV Different electric vehicles, including hybrids, plug-in hybrids, BEVs, and fuel-cell vehicles
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